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ABSTRACT

Turn management is one of the skills necessary for social interactions. In human-human interactions, the exchange of turns is naturally completed by interruption, a communicative act connoting “cooperation” or “competition”. Interruptions, which at first glance can be considered as discourteous, are inherent in interaction and must therefore be modelled to create new interfaces such as Embodied Conversational Agent. A challenge is then to manage these agents, represented graphically so that they communicate autonomously with humans both verbally and nonverbally.

This article presents ongoing work whose goal is to animate an Embodied Conversational Agent capable of managing the interruptions in an interaction. In particular, we are interested in when and how to appropriately interrupt humans without offending them and how to respond appropriately when interrupted. In order to achieve this goal, we start by analyzing human-human interaction data.

CCS CONCEPTS
Human-centered computing → human-agent interaction (HAI).
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1 Introduction

With the development of science and technology, human-computer interfaces are more and more involved in daily life. Among them, Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are particularly appreciated as they allow natural interactions using verbal and nonverbal cues. However, there are still many difficulties in their development, such as interruption management for example.

In face-to-face conversation, interlocutors exchange quickly the role of speaker and listener in turns. Exploring the structure of human conversation is an important part of human interaction research. In interactions, humans adapt and adjust their behaviour according to that of their interlocutors. Partners exchange speaking turns which can give rise to interruptions, overlaps or silence. So, the management of turn-taking during conversation is one of the skills necessary for ECA development. Even with cultural and gender variants [3, 38], researches show remarkably commonalities across the languages, such as the avoidance of overlapping or the minimum gap between turns [2]. Actually, in natural interaction, the listener predicts roughly the duration and content remaining before the end of a sentence [1]. This ability allows to minimize pauses and speech overlaps between partners, in particular, because the planning time necessary for the production of the next turn (600ms to 1500ms) [2] is much longer than the duration of gaps between turns (100ms to 300ms) [14].

In most cases, during an interaction, the turn exchanges smoothly and the transitions with no gap and no overlap are common [4].
The coordination is smooth when the listener waits for his/her turn or sends signals to specify s/he wants to take the next speaking turn. On the other hand, the listener may not want to grab the turn signalled by the current speaker giving rise to silence or take the turn before the current speaker finishes leading to an interruption.

An Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) is a human-like character that is able to communicate autonomously with human beings and the environment, using verbal and nonverbal communication. With the growing interest in human-agent interactions, it is desirable to make these interactions more natural and human-like. In this context, an ECA needs to be able to manage turn-taking mechanisms including interruptions, to handle human’s interruptions and to react appropriately both verbally and nonverbally. Some researchers in the ECA field are also working on interruption [39, 40], but they are more focused on verbal content, and the impact of nonverbal behaviour has not attracted enough attention. However, recent theoretical studies and experimental results show that the information conveyed by nonverbal behaviours also greatly affects interaction[41, 42].

Nonverbal communication is the transmission of messages or signals through nonverbal platforms. It includes the use of visual cues such as body language, distance and physical environment/appearance, voice and touch. It can also include the use of time and eye contact as well as the movement when talking and listening, gaze behaviour, dilated pupils and blink rate.

Giving the agent the opportunity to interrupt or respond to an interruption helps to improve the effectiveness of communication and increase engagement. Thus, the agent should be able to make decisions about the timing and the type of interruption using different modalities of human signals (acoustic, linguistic, facial expression, motion, and emotion). Likewise, when faced with a human interruption, the agent will have to decide whether or not to cede its speaking turn and immediately replan its own behaviour to ensure that communication runs smoothly.

In Section 2, we describe different interruption types and their effects by introducing the interruption taxonomy used in our research. Then we quickly review the research results on interruption characterization and prediction models. The corpus, objective and expected result will be presented in Section 3, before a short conclusion in Section 4.

2 Related works

In this section, we present some previous research on interruption classification, interruption prediction, and human interruption management models.

2.1 Interruption

Interruptions are natural and frequent in real interactions. They occur when one person interrupts to speak while the other person is still speaking and can be regarded as a deviation from the simple turn-taking model. Interruptions act to mediate the content and redirection of a conversational exchange. They can be broadly divided into two strategies: competitive and cooperative interruptions [7]. Both interruption strategies are very similar in their local discourse characteristics, but their global roles in helping interlocutors to exchange information are quite different [8].

Competitive disruption occurs when the listener interrupts to control the interaction, usually disrupting the flow of dialogue between the partners and can be seen as a conflict. A competitive interruption could be:

- Disagreement: The listener disagrees with what the current speaker is saying and wants to express their opinion immediately.
- Floor taking: The switch does not intend to change the topic of the current speaker and usually expands on the current topic by speaking from the current speaker.
- Topic change: to accomplish the task of changing the subject.
- Tangentialization: the listener summing up information from the current speaker to prevent listening to unwanted information [8].

On the opposite, a cooperative interruption could be:
Agreement: Show agreement, compliance, understanding or support.
- Assistance: The switch provides the current speaker with a word, a phrase or an idea.
- Clarification: to understand the message sent by the speaker. The purpose is to ask the current speaker to clarify or explain information about which the listener is not clear [8].

Beattie [9] has defined a taxonomy of interruptions as shown in Figure 1. In our work, we focus on simple, silent, butting-in interruptions.

Studies in [3, 14] show that the interrupter starts the preparation of his speech around 600ms before speaking, and needs 200 ms for pre-articulation preparation (i.e. breathing, vocal track) [24, 25]. During this time needed for interruption preparation, the interrupter exhibits nonverbal behaviours such as gesture [26], head movement [27], etc.

Thus, the nonverbal behaviour of the listener has been studied to predict interruption or recognize its type as presented in the following sections.

![Classification of interruption and smooth speaker exchange](image_url)

**Figure 1: Classification of interruption and smooth speaker exchange [9]**

### 2.2 Models

Differently from the previous studies [44, 45] based on turn-by-turn systems that implement the generation process only after the human user finishes the utterance, interruptions request the system to understand the dialogue incrementally [46, 48] to give the human user an immediate response. Incremental dialogue systems can prevent the user from speaking for a long time without being understood by the system.

To give the response at an appropriate timing, the agent must be able to predict the ending time of the current turn [47] to decide when to interrupt or to stop when an interruption comes up.

In order to apply the interruption model into real-time human-agent interaction, it should be continuous at each timestep, not only at specific event points [50].

To predict the future interruption on a multimodal dyadic interaction corpus, Lee et al. [28] used both the foreground speaker’s acoustic cues and the listener’s gestural cues.

Gravano [29] analysed acoustic features of a telephonic conversation corpus. Compared to other turn transition yields, the analysis result shows significant differences for interruptions in intensity and pitch level, speaking rate and IPU duration (Inter-pausal unit: a maximal sequence of words surrounded by silence).

In [30] a deep residual network is used to model acoustic features and predict the timing of interruption.

Hara [32] presented a turn-taking prediction model by predicting firstly the Transition Relevance Places (TRP), which are important for the interruption. Actually, cooperative interruptions are closer to the TRPs than competitive ones which can possibly occur in the middle of a sentence [31].

Martin Johansson and Gabriel Skantze [51] indicated the importance of syntactic and semantic completeness, gaze direction and head pose for predicting the turn-taking opportunity in a collaborative multi-party human-robot interaction.

All the presented models [28, 29, 30, 32] used the verbal or nonverbal behaviours that arise during a time period just before the interruption point. It means these models use the preparatory action before the interruption to detect whether the interruption will occur or not, while [51] implements only at each IPU.

When a user turn comes up while the agent is still speaking, [50] allows distinguishing between the backchannels from the interruptions.

For the classification of different types of interruption, Lee et al. [21] analyzed the differences in speech intensity, hand motion, and disfluency between the interlocutors during cooperative and competitive interruptions. The discriminant analysis
shows that the use of multimodal cues provides a significant improvement in classification accuracy between the two types of interruptions while any individual single modality cue does not show much improvement.

Yang et al. [22] also mentioned acoustic and prosodic differences in both types of interruption. Competitive interruptions have typically higher pitch and amplitude to gain attention while cooperative interruptions often occur at low or medium pitch levels because of their non-competitive nature.

Combining acoustic features, head movement and gaze direction, Truong and Khiet’s model [12] is able to distinguish between cooperative and competitive overlaps with a delay of 0.6s after the start of overlaps. Meanwhile, they found that competitive overlaps show higher levels in both intensity and max energy in the mid-range frequency than cooperative overlaps.

2.3 Innovation

Communication is an extremely complex process, related to body language, context, acoustics, language structure, emotions, etc [4, 33, 34, 35]. The models mentioned above only consider a single or a combination of factors, most of which are based on the analysis of speech content and acoustic variables, and do not consider the links between the different factors, especially nonverbal behaviour.

During an interaction, humans adjust their behaviour according to the behaviour of the other party. However, the human interruption management model [39, 40] generates verbal and nonverbal feedback only based on the acoustic characteristics and speech content of humans, without considering the adaptation of the human user’s nonverbal behaviour.

We noticed that the predictive models predict only the timing but not the type of interruption.

Moreover, most of the classification models are based on features estimated on a temporal window and thus do not allow to generate non-verbal features in real-time human agent interaction.

The innovation of our work is to apply the interruption model to the human-agent interaction and implement it in real-time conversation. It requires that ECA has the ability to raise an interruption at an appropriate moment and in a proper way. We are more inclined to study how to make an interruption decision indicating when and how to interrupt, then signal the upcoming interruption and meanwhile adapt the agent behaviour to the human’s.

Our interruption model will be developed by learning the human-human interaction data. To choose the most useful features, we start first to analyze different modalities of human-human interaction data.

Based on the previous models and experiments, we can see that prosodic features, acoustic features, speech content, gesture, head movement, and TRP playing important role in turn-taking and interruption prediction, classification and response generation, we tend to combine all these aspects and consider emotion, and dialogue act as additional items for analysis.

3 Project

We plan to develop an ECA for Social Skill Training (SST) for a large variety of population facing difficulties interacting with others. Here we present the objectives and methodology of our work.

3.1 Objective & Work in progress

We plan to develop an ECA as a tool for Social Skill Training (SST) for a large variety of populations facing difficulties when interacting with others.

Our goal is to develop an interruption model for human-agent interaction. It requires that ECA has the ability to interrupt its conversational partner and to react when being interrupted. We are interested in designing a decision model that computes on one hand, when and how to interrupt, and on the other hand decide to be interrupted or to keep the speaking turn. We will also develop a behavioural generation model that animates the agent during an interruption. These tools, inserted in a real-time human-agent interaction, aims to improve the quality of the interaction.

To reach our goal, we have first analysed a multi-modal human-human interaction corpus and performed automatic feature analysis for each type of
interruptions (see Section 3.2). This study concerns both the timing of the interruption and the behavioural multi-modal features before and during the interruption. Based on the analysis results, we are currently choosing the most useful features for the decision models. They should be applicable to real-time interaction, which contains two main aspects:

- Interruptions raised by the ECA: when and how to interrupt the human user, including the decision of interruption timing, interruption type (cooperative / competitive) and the decision after interruption, whether to grab the turn or to abandon the interruption, depending on the human user's reaction.
- ECA interrupted by human user: how to respond to user interruptions, including the decision of whether to ignore the interruption and continue with the current turn or quit the current turn and yield it to the human user, as well as the quit timing.

We also consider the agent's behavioural adaptation. So matching with the decision models, we aim to develop the behavioural generation models to adapt the agent's interruption behaviour (verbal & non-verbal) to the human user's one.

We will integrate the models on the Greta platform to schedule interruptions and agent’s behaviours during human-agent interaction.

Each step of this work will be evaluated, both quantitatively and qualitatively. While the first will be based on performance measurements, the second one will rely on perceptual studies, based on face-to-face interaction with the agent. The evaluations will cover the credibility of the agent, the quality of the interaction, the acceptability of the agent and its behaviour.

3.2 Corpus

We searched for corpora with human-human interaction and found 6 available databases: IEMOCAP, CCdB [15], French-Spanish(French part only) [16], DUEL (French, German and Chinese part) [17], CreativeIT [18], MHHRI (Human-Human part only) [19]. We compared the corpora along with different criteria that are the availability of the spoken languages and of the different annotations, as well as the total duration of the available data. In particular, we are interested in the annotation of speech transcription, speaker turn, emotion as well as various multimodal signals (prosody, posture, facial expression, head movement, etc).

The table in APPENDIX gives an overview of the comparison. First, based on language (French or English) and duration, we can choose IEMOCAP or the French part of DUEL. They show not much difference in almost all criteria, but DUEL does not record the facial expressions for the interlocutors, which is a very important factor for interruption analysis. Moreover, as DUEL only uses a single camera on the side to record the conversation video, it is not possible to extract facial expressions using Openface [20] for example. So finally we choose to use IEMOCAP for our study.

IEMOCAP corpus [10] was collected to study different modalities in expressive speech. The database is made of five dyadic sessions. Each session consists of a pair of male-female actors acting 7 scripted plays and 8 spontaneous dialogues in predefined scenarios, 12 hours of dyadic conversations in total.

The spontaneous part is close to five hours in total, the average duration of a single video is about 3.8 minutes (Minimum 1.5 minutes, maximum 6.8 minutes).

For each pair of actors, 16 scenarios have been filmed with 61 markers attached to one of the two participants (53 on the face, 2 on the head, and 3 on each hand). These markers were attached to record the (x, y, z) positions.

The corpus was manually transcribed and segmented at the utterance level. It was annotated with the dialogue act and emotion labels [11].

After simple statistics on these available annotations, the spontaneous part of IEMOCAP has 4704 turns in total, female actors have 2336 turns, and male actors have 2374 turns. Among the turns, there are 3627 overlaps and 1069 silences over all the videos.

Our next step is to annotate the interruptions with their type, be cooperative or competitive.
To identify the interruption, we use alignment annotations (corresponding to the start frame and end frame for each word in the utterance) and extract all interruptions. Then, each interruption will be manually classified into three classes: cooperative interruption, competitive interruption and backchannel or others. We note the timestamp of the beginning point for each interruption, with its accomplishment (success/failure) and its type (cooperative/competitive) regarding the speech content.

TRP will also be annotated manually based on the transcription with Part-of-Speech annotation from Stanford Log-Linear POS Tagger [37], with audio and video data as support. Lastly, acoustic features will be extracted by Opensmile [36].

4 Conclusion

The objective of our research is to improve the behaviour generation of ECA. Having noticed that interruptions are important during natural interactions, we propose to study the phenomena involved in interactions before modelling them.

This will allow us to provide the ECA with the capacity to interrupt, but also, to correctly react to interruptions.
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## APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Audio</th>
<th>Turn Annotation</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEMOCA P</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5h</td>
<td>2 on side</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCdB</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1h10m</td>
<td>2 in front</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Openface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French-Spanish</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2h20m</td>
<td>1 in front for one speaker</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N, possible with openface</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUEL</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8h</td>
<td>1 on side</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7h</td>
<td>2 in front</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N, possible with openface</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5h</td>
<td>1 on side</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreativeI</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1h20m</td>
<td>1 on side</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O(full body)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHHRI</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>&lt;30m</td>
<td>2 portables</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Comparison of different corpora